The Joys that diversity brings to America

DURHAM, N.C. — Police are looking into the possibility that a man charged in three reports of attempted kidnappings is linked to several other abduction attempts.

Fredy Humberto Pacheco, 36, of 901 Chalk Level Road, faces two counts of attempted kidnapping and one count of resisting, delaying and obstructing an officer. He is being held in the Durham County Jail on a $1.25 million bond.

An 11-year-old girl reported she was the victim of two attempts – occurring in the past two weeks – near Landon and Hardee streets while she was going to school, police said.

In both attempts, a man driving a bright red car pulled up to the girl and told her to get in the vehicle with him, police said. The girl refused and ran away.

A 15-year-old girl then came forward describing a similar experience, police said. Now, police in Raleigh and Durham and as far away as Gastonia are looking at attempted abduction cases involving as many as six victims and dating back to 2006 for similarities with the three recent reports.

Pacheco surrendered to police after investigators located a car last week at a shopping center near Miami Boulevard and Holloway Street that they identified as the vehicle described by the two girls. The car had a decorative plate on the front that read “Fear This.”

Federal immigration agents have placed a detainer on Pacheco so that he won't be released on bond because they think he might be in the country illegally.

Quotes for life.

“Humanitarianism is the expression of stupidity and cowardice.” Adolf Hitler

“The victor will never be asked if he told the truth.” Adolf Hitler

“Those who want to live, let them fight, and those who do not want to fight in this world of eternal struggle do not deserve to live.” Adolf Hitler.

“We shall meet again. I have believed in God. I obeyed the laws of war and was loyal to my flag.” Adolf Eichmann.
Will they ever stop complaining?

We really need to look at Europe to see what life would be like if the Politically Correct ever got their way in this country. As problematic as our existence as European-Americans is over here, we do still have some faint remnants of freedom of speech. In Europe, Western Europe anyway, they don’t have even that. Of all the Western European nations, Germany is by far the worst as far as oppressive and petty censorship goes.

The Telegraph reports: “The German government is considering whether to ban a children’s book in which Jews are portrayed in a way likened to anti-Semitic caricatures from the Nazi era.”

What exactly were the Jews complaining about? Did the Jewish caricature have a big nose, a hunched over profile and dark, swarthy features? If so, then how is this inaccurate? More people need to tell the Jews to shut the hell up and quit trying to censor anything truthful and unflattering about them.

Almost sixty-three years since the death of Adolf Hitler and the end of National Socialist Germany, the powers that be are still afraid of him. No other enemy of the Jews has ever come close; the Tsars of Russia are now derided and denigrated, while the Crusaders are simply something from a history book of the kind no one reads any more. But Hitler–Hitler they still fear.

The Telegraph goes on: “The book, which has been described as being Richard Dawkins’s The God Delusion for children, conducts a highly critical tour of Christianity, Islam and Judaism. Not one of the priest, imam or rabbi emerges creditably from the story, called How Do I Get to God, Asked the Small Piglet, by Michael Schmidt-Salomon, with illustrations by Helge Nyncke.”

Apparently, it’s okay to poke fun at Christianity and Islam but not at Judaism. According to the Telegraph, “The drawings of the rabbi, in particular, have drawn fire for their similarities to Nazi slurs and hate propaganda. The author has fiercely denied that the book is anti-Semitic, insisting that the story is a much needed antidote to religious dogma routinely forced on children.”

In this country, of course, we have “Heather Has Two Mommies” and other such filth being aimed at children in public schools, decadent books that need censoring.
Happy Danish Muslims

Last Sunday, I was watching 60 Minutes and saw Morley Safer report that Denmark is the happiest place on earth. In the report, Safer interviewed a Danish journalist named Sebastian Dorset: Dorset says that contentment may stem from the fact that Denmark is almost totally homogenous, has no large disparities of wealth, and has had very little national turmoil for more than a half a century. “We have very little violence. We have very little murders. So people feel very safe,” he says.

Apparently, someone forgot to tell some of Denmark’s Muslims they lived in the cradle of contentment. When the broadcast aired on February 17th, “youths” were in the midst of engaging in more than a week’s worth of rioting. For a country that sees very little violence these young Muslim whippersnappers happily overturned cars, torched schools and even bombed a tanning salon. You would have thought riots in a country that seldom sees them would have merited a mention from Safer. But why let a few burning garbage cans get in the way of a good story?

If that wasn’t enough, on February 20th, Danish police arrested eight people at a free concert by hip-hop artist Akon at the Fields Shopping Mall in Orestad, just on the outskirts of Copenhagen. The arrests were made after police were pelted by bottles and rocks when they attempted to evacuate people in response to a fire alarm that was set off early in his set (which turned out to be a false alarm). It is worth noting that the American-born rapper is Muslim and no doubt many of his Danish fans in attendance were as well.

Muslims only comprise 4% of Denmark’s population but seem to cause 95% of its problems. To give Danes their due, they are a contented lot who do not suffer fools gladly. After all, this is a country that in WWII stuck its neck out to save its Jews rather than have them sent to concentration camps. Denmark is the one of the few countries to have participated in both the Afghanistan and Iraq Wars. Two years ago, Denmark briefly became as despised in the Muslim world as the United States and Israel when cartoons depicting the Prophet Mohammed were published in Jyllands-Posten. Violent outbreaks against Danish institutions accompanied an international boycott. Yet both the Danish government and press stood firm in the name of freedom.

They stood firm again earlier this month. On February 12th, Denmark’s security and intelligence service arrested three men – two Tunisians and a Dane of Moroccan origin – plotting to kill Kurt Westergaard, the man who drew the cartoon depicting Mohammed’s turban as a
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bomb. The following day, several Danish newspapers, including *Jyllands-Posten*, reprinted the cartoons in solidarity with Westergaard. The reprinting of the cartoons as well as accusations of police harassment have been blamed for the violence which has been centered in “immigrant” neighborhoods in Copenhagen. And by immigrant neighborhoods, the press means *Muslim* neighborhoods. The good news here is the Danes have little tolerance for nonsense. The same day the *60 Minutes* segment aired, Prime Minister Anders Fogh Rasmussen said, “We must make clear that the youths are responsible for this and their parents.” He added that anger at the reprinting of the drawings did not bestow “the right to burn others’ cars or to burn down schools and institutions.” Rasmussen also said the parents should be held financially responsible for the damage done by their children.

**This no-nonsense** approach crosses the political spectrum in Denmark. Villy Sovndal, leader of the Socialist People’s Party, when interviewed by *Jyllands-Posten*, said, “If they want to live in a religious dictatorship so badly, they can go to those countries in the Middle East where such dictatorships exist.” Sovndal was specifically referring to an international organization called Hizb ut-Tahrir which wants to establish a caliphate and impose Shari’a law in Denmark and the world over. In response to a demonstration Hizb ut-Tahrir held after the reprinting of the cartoons, Sovndal said they could “go to hell.” Could you imagine a left-wing political leader anywhere else in Europe telling an Islamic organization to go to hell? Could you imagine Barack Obama telling CAIR to leave America if they want to live in a Muslim country?

I am not suggesting the *60 Minutes* story paints an entirely false picture of Denmark. Indeed, *60 Minutes* is not the first national news show to do a story on Denmark’s status as the happiest place on earth. In January 2007, the ABC News program *20/20* also did a story on Denmark:

*Hanging out with other Danes just may be their happiness secret. Ninety-two percent of Danes belong to some kind of social club, dancing, singing, even practicing laughing with other Danes. Get a few people together who enjoy model train building, for example, and the government will pay for it. In Denmark, even friendship is subsidized.* I cannot say I am on board with the idea of the government subsidizing a model train building club. But this does illustrate an important point. There is a strong sense of community amongst the Danes. This strong sense of community is in no small part due to the homogeneity of Danish society; something pointed out in both the *60 Minutes* and *20/20* reports. Wherever Muslim communities have congregated in Europe they have made a concerted
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effort to isolate themselves from the community at large and Denmark is no exception. Not only do many Muslims living in Denmark want nothing to do with their fellow Danes, they want Denmark to be an Islamic country as articulated by the Hizb ut-Tahrir. Simply put, Muslims living in Denmark do not want to build model trains with their fellow Danes. In all likelihood, many of them would just as soon blow up these model trains.

It is worth noting that a study released by the World Economic Forum in January 2008 observed that 79% of Danes considered more interaction with the Muslim world as a threat. That number represented the highest level of distrust of the Muslim world by any of the 21 countries studied, including the United States and Israel. If Denmark is indeed the happiest country on earth, a majority of Danes believe increased interaction with the Muslim world through greater immigration is a threat to that happiness. Yet these same Danes ranked number one when they were asked, “Is the quality of interaction between the Muslim and Western world important to you?” More than three-quarters of the Danes surveyed answered in the affirmative, narrowly edging out the United States. So it is not a question of Danes being unwilling to interact with Muslims. Danes simply want to interact with Muslims in the same way they do with other Danes. They want Muslims living in Denmark to join them in building model trains.

Wherever Muslim communities have congregated in Europe they have made a concerted effort to isolate themselves from the community at large and Denmark is no exception.

If Muslims living in Denmark were to build model trains with their fellow Danes there is reason to believe they would be just as happy as the rest of their countrymen. Or so the logic goes.

Denmark’s happiness train will continue to make stops in the Muslim neighborhoods. It is up to the Muslim community to tell their children to lay down their weapons, grab a herring sandwich and climb aboard.
One of the major strategic goals of the neocons ever since 911 has been the establishment of a 1984-style surveillance state, and a key component of that plan is a national ID card, similar to the old Soviet-style internal passport. Jewish Homeland Security Secretary Michael Chertoff has gone into rhapsodies describing a new ID similar to a credit card containing an electronic microchip on which will be recorded your entire life history, employment, medical records, criminal record if any, all your banking and financial information. Even a global positioning indicator so the state can locate your whereabouts at any time.

Many Americans are belatedly coming to understand just what the neocon agenda is all about, and are resisting the Bush/Chertoff Axis of Evil. As a compromise measure, Chertoff came up with a monstrosity called the Real ID Act, which essentially forces states to establish intrusive procedures for driver’s licensing and essentially makes the driver’s license even more of a national ID card than it already is. But many freedom-loving Americans aren’t buying. Wired Magazine reports: “Montana governor Brian Schweitzer (D) declared independence Friday from federal identification rules and called on governors of 17 other states to join him in forcing a showdown with the federal government which says it will not accept the driver’s licenses of rebel states’ citizens starting May 11. If that showdown comes to pass, a resident of a non-complying state could not use a driver’s license to enter a federal courthouse or a Social Security Administration building nor could he board a plane without undergoing a pat-down search, possibly creating massive backlogs at the nation’s airports and almost certainly leading to a flurry of federal lawsuits.” Wired goes on to tell us: “States have until May 11 to request extensions to the Real ID rules that were released last Friday. They require states to make all current identification holders under the age of 50 to apply again with certified birth and marriage certificates. The rules also standardize license formats, require states to interlink their DMV databases and require DMV employees to undergo background checks.” In other words, they’re sneaking in a nationwide federal ID system in the guise of driver’s licenses.

Some states are rebelling, although to be accurate, it’s mostly because of the costs involved, not because of the violation of what little remains of Americans’ right to privacy. According to Wired “Extensions push back the 2008 deadline for compliance as far out as 2014 if states apply and promise to start work on making the necessary changes, which will cost cash-strapped states billions with only a pittance in federal funding to offset the costs. Last year Montana passed a law saying it would not comply, citing privacy, states’ rights and fiscal issues. In his letter to other governors, Schweitzer makes clear he’s not going to ask for an extension.

The Wired article notes “‘Today, I am asking you to join with me in resisting the DHS coercion to comply with the provisions of REAL ID,’ Schweitzer wrote. ‘If we stand together either DHS will blink or Congress will have to act to avoid havoc at our nation’s airports and federal courthouses.’ But Homeland Security spokeswoman Laura Keehner says DHS has no intention of blinking… ‘That will mean real consequences for their citizens starting in May if their leadership chooses not to comply,’ Keehner said. ‘That includes getting on an airplane or entering a federal building, so they will need to get passports.’” Great. You’ll have to get a passport to go to the post office. Real ID rebel states thus far include: Colorado, Georgia, Idaho, Maine, New Hampshire, Oklahoma, South Carolina, Arizona, Hawaii, Illinois, Missouri, Nebraska, Nevada, North Dakota, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, and Washington. Real ID is also being sold as an alleged measure to locate and identify illegal aliens, but that’s pretty ridiculous. Anyone who wants to find illegal aliens need only go to a Home Depot and round up the Mexicans loitering on the sidewalk nearby. The illegals have no trouble in getting false ID now and they will have no trouble getting false copies of “Real ID” driver’s licenses.

Bush and his little Jewish friends just want to control people. The federal government becomes more of a police state every year. Thankfully, an increasing number of people are noticing and objecting to the rising tide of tyranny.
Dresden Remembers

The citizens of Germany remember the holocaust that took place on the 13/14 February 1945

10,000 people attended this act of remembrance and they came from all over Germany as you can see from these photographs.

They came out of the clouds by day and by night
They brought us death with their bombs.

GRANDFATHER, WE THANK YOU.

A light for Dresden

Murder of German folk! ? 300,000 ?

Remember the March on Washington, DC April 19th 2008.
America and your children need your support. BE THERE!
The Israelis are killing the Palestinians again.

ASHKELON, Israel - Israel's deputy defense minister warned on Friday of a disaster in the Gaza Strip after Israel activated an air raid system to protect a major city from increasingly threatening Palestinian rocket barrages.

As Israeli troops, tanks and aircraft went after Palestinian rocket operations, Deputy Defense Minister Matan Vilnai told Army Radio that Israel had "no other choice" but to launch a massive military operation in Gaza. "As the rocket fire grows, and the range increases ... they are bringing upon themselves a greater 'shoah' because we will use all our strength in every way we deem appropriate, whether in airstrikes or on the ground," Vilnai told Army Radio. The Hebrew word "shoah" is most often associated with the Holocaust but Israelis use it to describe all sorts of disasters. A spokesman for Vilnai, Eitan Ginzburg, said the deputy defense minister never intended it as a reference to the Holocaust but used the word "shoah" to denote a disaster. Israel evacuated its troops and settlers from Gaza in late 2005, but the rocket fire has persisted and this week became more ominous as Iranian-made rockets slammed into a major city. Communities right over the Gaza border have taken the overwhelming brunt of the rocket attacks from Gaza, but militants firing longer-range Iranian rockets struck hit the town of Ashkelon several times on Thursday. One sliced through the roof of an apartment building and three floors below, and another landed near a school, wounding a 17-year-old girl.

Ashkelon, a beach town 11 miles north of Gaza, had been sporadically targeted in the past but never suffered direct hits or significant damage. Aside from its relatively large population of 120,000, the city is also home to a hospital, a power station, hotels and the European force that used to monitor a major Gaza-Israel crossing before Islamic Hamas militants violently seized control of Gaza in June.

Defense Minister Ehud Barak said Friday that the assaults on Ashkelon "demand an Israeli retaliation." Barak, who has warned repeatedly of a large-scale operation in Gaza, blamed Gaza's Islamic Hamas rulers for the escalation in violence and said the militant movement would "suffer the consequences." The Israeli military has completed its preparations for a major ground offensive and notified the government it is ready to move immediately when the order is given, Israeli defense officials said. But Israel does not intend to launch a major ground offensive in the next week or two, partly because the military prefers to wait for clearer weather, they said, speaking on customary condition of anonymity.

Israeli troops and tanks were in action Friday against rocket squads firing from northern Gaza, and Israeli aircraft continued to pummel targets in the coastal territory. Four children and a grandmother were among the 15 wounded, according to Gaza health officials. A Palestinian rocket hit a house in the rocket-scarred Israeli town of Sderot, slightly wounding one person, Israeli rescue officials said. Another rocket that fell short landed on a house in northern Gaza.

A Palestinian baby just 6 months old, killed by Israeli rockets. How can this be justified. It makes one think what the Israelis would like to do to our Aryan children. Thanks God I am a Nazi, at least I can sleep with a clear mind at night. We don’t kill babies.

THE SYMBOL OF PEACE, TRUTH AND HAPPINESS